I am a lifelong writer with a B.A. in English with a focus in Technical and Creative
Writing and an M.A. in Education. I have been freelance writing on Upwork.com
for about a year. I recently decided to take some time off of teaching to
freelance full-time. Writing has always come naturally to me and continues to
be my greatest passion.
My writing experience is widespread and I have completed jobs
writing/creating blog posts, articles, lesson plans, unit plans, PowerPoint
Presentations, short stories, cover letters, and product reviews to name a few. I
have also done editing, proofreading, and rewriting work. I design and create
educational products in PowerPoint to sell on my Teachers Pay Teachers store
which has granted me a deep understanding and expertise in working with
PowerPoint.
I pride myself in having superior organizational skills, an exceptional ability to
multi-task, and excellent time management. On a daily basis, my success relies
heavily on creativity, attention to detail, and thinking outside the box. All of
these qualities, plus my passion and ability in writing, make me the perfect
candidate for this freelance writing position.
My life experiences grant me a wide breadth of knowledge on a variety of
topics. Over the years, I have gained work experience in industries such as
educations, party planning, interior design, animal grooming and care,
travel/living abroad, matchmaking, marketing, photography/visual arts,
health/fitness, and culinary arts, to name a few.
I delight in conducting the necessary research to keep my writing relevant,
contemporary, and stimulating as well as bringing my industry knowledge and
personal experience to each and every project that I tackle. I am well-versed in
all things social media and have personal and professional experience with
Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter, and Vine.
I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience. If you require
writing samples of a more specific nature I'm sure I can provide them.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Warm Regards,

Margot Carmichael

